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carried on an intensive  propaganda through the  * Federa-
list" in  support   of the   federal   government.    In   these
circumstances the compromise made  strictly delimited the
powers of the federal government, leaving  a wide scope of
powers to the States themselves.    The Constitution  of the
United States, perhaps the briefest of all modern  constitu-
tions, specifically defines what powers  are reserved to  the
federal authority.    It is for this reason that  each State in
the U. S. A. has control  over " law  and  order,  civil law,
criminal law, local government,  education,  public health,
the raising of the militia, and the general police power/'*
This is a very wide range o£ powers which leaves very little
scope for interference by the federal authorities.   True,  the
subsequent judgments  pronounced  by   the judges of the
Supreme Court have considerably  enhanced the  authority
and powers of the federal government by  their own  inter-
pretation of the Constitution.    It is no wonder that in 1787,
when science had not made great changes in  the  lives of
peoples, the constitution  makers of U. S. A. had not many
points to settle, also they  had  purposely avoided crossing
controversial grounds for fear of fatally injuring the federal
cause.   They, therefore,   strictly   prescribed   the   limited
powers which the States reluctantly and jealously assigned
to the Federal Government. Lord Bryce has very pointedly
remarked:   "The powers vested in  each State are all of
them original and inherent powers, which belonged  to  the
State before it entered the Union,   Hence they are prima
fade unlimited, and if a question arises as to any particular
power, it is presumed to be enjoyed by the State,  unless it
can be shown to have been taken  away by the Federal
Constitution; or, in other words, a State is not deemed to
be subject to any restriction which the Constitution has not
distinctly imposed.   The powers granted  to the National
government   are delegated   powers,   enumerated   in  and
* Sir Fre4erick Wfcyte.   ' India A Federation ?,' pp, 67-68.

